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This study analyzes the impact of the Government of Colombia’s new National Security Strategy (NSS) over the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) long term strategic plans. For more than five decades Colombia has suffered the terrible spiral of violence. A broad mix of criminal actors representing the far left or right of the political spectrum, supported by narcotics trafficking, have endangered the country’s process of democratic consolidation. This terrible path brought death, economic deprivation and social unrest. During this time, political parties ranging from socialist liberals to conservatives tried to achieve peace and stability. However, none of them managed to reach a successful solution to these problems, because of their lack of strategic leadership to bring the country out of failure.
Security is not achieved simply through the efforts of the Armed Forces and the National Police. This is an effort of the entire State and of all Colombians. A strong State structure, supported by citizen solidarity, guarantees the rule of law and the respect of rights and civil liberties.¹

—Alvaro Uribe Velez
President of Colombia

For more than four decades Colombia has suffered the terrible consequences of the protracted nature of Revolutionary War (RW).² A broad mix of terrorist actors representing the far left or right of the political spectrum, supported by the traffic of narcotics, has endangered the country’s process of democratic consolidation. During this time the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia known by the Spanish acronym of FARC, followed the traditional Marxist strategy termed as "the combination of all forms of struggle".

Throughout the years, elected governments have used different strategic approaches to confront this revolutionary threat, but none succeeded. The absence of a national counter insurgency (COIN) strategy and the idea of negotiating peace processes from a weak stand became part of the nation's strategic culture.³ These failed political attempts, combined with weak political institutions, economic underdevelopment, the rise of narco-trafficking, political corruption and a military stalemate in the battlefield among many other factors, brought Colombia's democratic society close to capitulation.

On May 31, 2002, and after three years of failed negotiations with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), Colombians elected President Alvaro Uribe with a clear mandate of rescuing democracy. During his presidential campaign he
offered a vision, a coherent plan and the necessary resources to save Colombia called Democratic Security and Defense Policy (DSDP).\textsuperscript{4}

Despite the FARC’s efforts to kill him while campaigning, he openly asked his supporters to take a hard stand against terrorism and as Winston Churchill did during War World II, he only offered “sweat, blood, and tears” to his constituency. Today, the successes achieved by President Uribe’s government have proven that a democracy can win the war against terrorism.

![Map of Colombia](image)

**Figure 1:** Information obtained from the CIA World Fact Book, 2007.

This study analyzes the impact of the Government of Colombia’s new National Security Strategy (NSS) over the FARC’s long term strategic plans.\textsuperscript{5} To illustrate this, I will initially provide an understanding of the FARC’s strategic culture, doctrine and an analysis of their strategic environment from the systems perspective. Afterwards, I will discuss the government’s new strategic response, the President’s strategic vision and
leadership, a new view of civil-military relations and military strategy, Plan Colombia and Plan Patriota and National Security Strategy achievements. Finally, by understanding the impact of what has been achieved, I will be able to provide some conclusions and recommendations for the road ahead.

The FARC’s Strategic Culture and Doctrine

The origins of guerrilla warfare can be traced far back in the history of war. Throughout this time, different revolutionary strategies have been tested to gain control of nations, countries and their governments all over the world. However, it was only until the twentieth century that this concept evolved into a more dangerous phenomenon called revolutionary warfare. Bernard B. Fall superbly defined it saying that “revolutionary warfare equals guerrilla warfare plus political action” or \( RW = GW + PA \).\(^6\)

In his writings, Bard O’Neal states that “Strategy is defined as a systematic, integrated, and orchestrated use of various means to achieve goals. What kind of goals are chosen, which means are emphasized, and how systematic the plans are will differ from case to case.”(7

The protracted popular war was designed by Mao Tse-tung in China. This concept is “undoubtedly the most conceptually elaborate and perhaps the most widely copied insurgent strategy.”\(^8\) According to Mao “the revolutionary struggle would be a long one and the peasantry, not the urban proletariat, was the most important revolutionary class.”\(^9\)

The FARC decided to follow this model mainly because “previously successful insurgent leaders were able to convince others that the strategy had universal
applicability.” Their strategic thinking and planning is carried out by the national guerrilla conferences. During these meetings the organization’s objectives, actions and lines of operations are analyzed, evaluated and synchronized. At the end of this process, the conference conclusions become the “road map” for the years to follow.

This Maoist theory consists of three sequential phases, each of which differs with respect to the correlation of forces: (1) strategic defensive, (2) strategic stalemate, (3) strategic offensive.

The FARC’s Strategic Defensive Phase

The first phase called "strategic defensive" is of great importance for the whole revolutionary process. During this phase, “the insurgents concentrate in their survival using the hit and run tactics, the political organization and low-level violence.” At this point, if the guerrillas call the full attention of the government, they can be easily destroyed and the whole revolutionary project will collapse. The real danger of this phase is that if it goes unnoticed, the insurgents will be able to build their political and military apparatus without the knowledge of the government in power.

Since its foundation in 1964, Colombia’s FARC has been able to slowly reach most of the country’s territory. Their political and military structures spent years in the countryside planting the seeds of revolution. Despite active guerrilla operations in areas where they had a more mature battlefield, for two decades their strategic posture was mainly defensive.

The seventh Guerrilla Conference of 1982 marked the end of the strategic defensive phase. From them on, the FARC adopted a more conventional approach in the way they operate which marked the beginning of a new era. Soon, the state was
no longer confronting small guerrillas, but rather companies, fronts, blocks, mobile columns and unified central command. This organizational change was decisive for their strategic development and it allowed them to jump into the second phase of “strategic stalemate”.

The FARC’s Strategic Stalemate Phase

This phase is the second and largest. Its main characteristic is guerrilla warfare, but “If the guerrillas face significant opposition, they have the option of reverting to stage one.”

To be able to enter this phase, the insurgent organization must understand the vitality of the incumbent regime, its projected capabilities against guerrilla warfare, and the external political and military factors. In sum, the depth and the acuity of the existing problems is what makes a country more vulnerable than other.

By the early 1990’s, the FARC had a clear understanding of the vulnerabilities of Colombia’s democracy: weak political and judicial institutions, government corruption, massive development of narcotics trafficking and an emerging illegal economy. Nationally, Colombia’s environment was fueled by widespread violence and turmoil. A large variety of terrorist organizations such as the National Liberation Army (ELN), the Popular Liberation Army (EPL), the 19th of April Movement (M-19), and right wing insurgencies under the acronym of (AUC) among many others threatened the country’s existence. At the same time, the traffic of narcotics reached its high, the illegal economy became part of the daily life of many localities, thousands of people abandoned the country and foreign investment almost stopped.

Civilian governments tried a variety of approaches to confront these threats. Some governments used the military as “fire fighters” to suppress the most violent threat of the
moment. Others used softer courses of action that included peace talks, political concessions and economic incentives. At the end, there was never a long term structural solution. The state posture had one common denominator: The absence of a national security strategy that includes strengthening the military forces and national police.

This chaos and violence helped the FARC’s strategic plans. While the military was consumed in fighting other insurgencies including the drug cartels, the FARC were given an open field to double their size and quietly jump start their political structure. At this point, Colombia’s leadership did not have the wisdom or the moral courage to confront the dangers of the FARC’s strategic plans. Now, the conditions were ready for the FARC to go into the final phase of the people’s war construct: the “strategic offensive”.

The FARC’s Strategic Offensive Phase

According to O’Neal, during this final phase “the insurgency moved from guerrilla warfare to mobile conventional attacks on a large scale, and the political and psychological effects of the insurgent victories lead to the collapse of the government.”

By 1998, the FARC had mastered Mao’s theory by the book. Massive attacks over platoon, company and even battalion size posts, became part of the country’s life. Surprise attacks over the military bases of Patascoy, Las Delicias and Miraflores, among many others remain a part of Colombians memories. A poorly trained and dispersed military, was confronting mass attacks in the form of Vietnam human waves.
For the first time, more than 15 FARC fronts surrounded the capital city of Bogotá. Killing, kidnapping and extortion were at their high and attacks over small localities or the economic infrastructure occurred on a daily basis. At this point, the enemy was confronting a terrorized government with little international support, an overwhelmed military and a civil population that was begging the government to negotiate under the enemy’s conditions. By 1998, the FARC’s application of the people’s war construct brought Colombia to a “point of no return.”

Understanding the FARC’s Strategic and Operational Environment

The FARC’s strategic and operational strength can not only be based on the application of a doctrinal concept. Mao’s theory of war is irrelevant in an environmental vacuum. A certain set of conditions, circumstances and influences must exist for this application to be successful. It is because of the differences between environments that Mao’s model has no universal applicability.

In order to understand the different characteristics of the FARC’s environment it’s important to establish a methodology. The theoretical approach of seeing the FARC as a “biological organism composed of discrete systems,” could be helpful to examine this terrorist organization. These systems have different degrees of power, influence and capabilities, and operate at different speeds. They could be viewed as the FARC’s sources of energy. At the same time, they interact, support and affect each other.
Under this approach “the key is to think of the enemy as a related set of systems. By using this rationale a strategist could distinguish the important systems and avoid wasting effort on less critical targets.” Analyzing the FARC’s political, ideological, military, economic, and infrastructure systems could serve to understand the FARC as an active organism capable of generating extreme violence.

The FARC’s Political System

Under the people’s war construct, armed action is subordinated to the political struggle. The lethality of this combination is what will produce social mobilization and seizure of state control. For years the FARC’s political system has benefited from the turbulence created by internal and external factors.

Internally, the evil combination of the legality of the Colombian Communist Party (PCC) and the illegality of the Clandestine Communist Party of Colombia (PC3) has played a vital role.

As a product of the Cold War, the Colombian Communist Party
exercised an aggressive opposition to the state. At the national, regional and local level, they tried to undermine important anti-terrorist legislation or initiatives to strengthen Colombia’s democracy. By directly influencing labor unions and social organizations the Colombian Communist Party generated turmoil, severely affecting the public order and exacerbating political confrontation. Quietly, the collapse of the Soviet Union caused the divorce between the Colombian Communist Party and the FARC.

As a result of these changes, the FARC secretariat assumed both the political and military responsibilities of the revolution. Specifically, the Clandestine Communist Party of Colombia became the primary political front of the FARC. This clandestine organization has worked very hard in trying to reorganize the proletariat in the cities and the peasantry in the rural areas.

One of the key elements of their strategy has been the progressive destruction of local power. To achieve this political objective, the Clandestine Communist Party of Colombia has exercised two types of influences: reasoning or force. The first way has been called “co-government”, an approach in which they exercised indirect power over the legally elected authorities, to influence political decisions and local budgets. The other approach consisted of “selective assassination” in coordination with urban militias of any possible competitor.

This last terrifying approach to politics has resulted in the extermination of hundreds of city mayors, councilmen, judges and local politicians. According to the Colombian Federation of Municipalities, by September 2003, there where 250 local mayors out of 1,098 exercising their duties from other cities, because of the threat and
the lack of political guaranties. For years this evil combination helped the FARC to become “the state within the state” in many parts of the country.

Externally, the FARC’s strategy has been to affect the country’s international prestige. In this purpose, they have tried to gain support from the international left represented by governments and non state actors. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have played a key role, because of their capacity to put diplomatic pressure on the Colombian government. A well orchestrated lobby has hampered Colombian efforts in areas like businesses, trade, or human rights.

The FARC’s international front has played an important role in crafting these relationships. Their so called “ambassadors” received international recognition as well as political and economic support. It is even common to see direct participation of foreign citizens inside the FARC ranks. Only when the Global War on Terror was declared was the government of Colombia able to prompt the United States and the European Union to include the FARC in the list of world terrorist organizations.

The FARC’s Ideological System

Even today, mass mobilization continues to be the golden key of the people’s war construct. A revolution can not be launched from the rural areas into the urban centers without an open support of the masses. For this reason, winning the people’s “hearts and minds” becomes the organization’s center of gravity.

In 1979, the Nicaraguan Revolution revived the guerrilla myth as a way to take power in Latin America. These revolutionary achievements validated the applicability of this model in Colombia. As a result, the FARC gave high priority to the indoctrination of combatants and civilians. When in their base areas, especially selected ideologies
assumed this responsibility. In the past a more defensive state posture facilitated this continuous process, especially in those territories out of the government’s reach.

The end of global communism had a major impact upon the FARC’s revolutionary plans. Affected by the forces of change, they reached the “tipping point” of their ideological struggle. After finding themselves with no source of economic income, they turned to the narcotics industry to provide what they had lost. By adopting drug trafficking as the new financial source they were able to continue and even improve their revolutionary project.

This strategic decision had a huge contradictory impact over the course of the revolution. Financially, narco-trafficking made them self-sufficient, but ideologically, becoming a drug cartel rapidly eroded their revolutionary beliefs. Today, FARC’s internal propaganda is a contradictory mix of a little of Marxist-Maoist propaganda with words like cocaine, heroin, precursors, kilograms, laboratories and shipments.

The FARC indiscriminate application of terrorism against civilians has also contributed to this ideological demise. The systematic assassination of innocent people as well as attacks over the poorest towns and basic infrastructure has produced a counter effect that made the populace oppose the group that pledges to defend them. Therefore, the FARC’s revolutionary project is a doctrinal contradiction, because it exists without the support of the masses. The use of drug trafficking and terrorism as ways to achieve political ends, have clearly alienated the FARC from the masses, undermining at the same time its ideological system.
The FARC’s Militarily System

For the last two decades, the FARC’s military strategy has been influenced by the lessons learned from regional insurgencies and local revolutionary projects. The FARC’s secretariat carefully studied the strategic approaches made by insurgencies in Guatemala, El Salvador and Peru. Some examples of the lessons learned and applied from these revolutions were: the consolidation of all insurgency efforts under one a unified front, the creation of a Joint General Staff, and the extension of support nets. In 1982, the seventh guerrilla conference designed a series of strategic objectives in order to “build strength in a gradual fashion rather than seize power in a lightning strike.” By the 1990s, their strategic goal became the creation of an "army of the people" capable of potentially seizing the state power. In order to reach this point, they decided to urbanize the conflict (it assigned strategic level to the urban fight), to create a center for strategic deployment, to expand its fronts to 48, to create a strategic corridor from their heartland to Venezuela and to penetrate the masses at universities, unions and local levels. In their view, the new strategic equation was formed by combining military power, territorial control and their impressive war machine. The strategic changes made in the early 1990s became the pillars of their military strategic offensive.

The FARC’s Economic System

The FARC’s successes in the political and military domains were directly related to “the construction of a war economy, based on the appropriation of natural resources and the systematic extortion of its producers.” These actions combined with narco-trafficking, kidnapping and the influence of modern communications has produced an illegal multi-million dollar industry.
The history of the relationship between the FARC and narco-trafficking is long and it began even before the Soviet Union collapsed. Initially, the organization was involved in the initial growing and producing phase. Once they master their learning curve, they assume total control of the whole cocaine process. Today, most of their fronts have the ability to grow, produce, refine, transport, commercialize cocaine and launder its profits, becoming the biggest drug cartel of the world.

Kidnappings and extortion are by themselves a completely different illegal industry. Throughout the years the FARC learned the terrible tactics and techniques of these two economic tools. In Colombia, people of all ages, gender and social conditions have suffered the consequences of kidnapping or extortion. Even diplomats, foreign citizens, and multinational companies have been targeted by the FARC. This war economy provided the FARC with the necessary leverage to confront the state and support their long term struggle.

The FARC’s Infrastructure System

The FARC’s infrastructure was developed during the strategic defensive phase. However, this system is not static and flexibility is one of its key enablers. In order to develop their infrastructure, they spent decades in the countryside influencing the peasantry, studying the terrain and training their tactics. Once this infrastructure has matured they can advance into the strategic offensive phase.

This system is closely associated with one of their most important strategic objectives: “territorial control”. From the security and control perspectives, this relationship could be considered decisive. Their presence over ungoverned territories is
constant and it allows the organization to coerce the peasantry, especially in those areas where spontaneous support does not exist.

The corner stone of their battlefield infrastructure is the “base area”. Guerrilla warfare with no bases, says Mao Tse-tung, “is nothing but robbing banditism; unable to maintain links with the population, it cannot develop and is bound to be defeated.” It is from these strategically located positions, that the insurgent’s projected power to the periphery. Even though this rural based infrastructure could be considered primitive, its importance must not be underestimated.

The base area is surrounded by a “support zone” that provides a defense in depth. Normally, this territorial belt is occupied by a mix of civilians and militias that provide tight security. Not informing the FARC over military presence inside one of these areas leads to immediate assassination. For this reason, avoiding detection while in a military infiltration inside their support zone is very difficult.

This support zone is located inside an “operational zone” which has geographic limits to execute their tactics. This concept is replicated around the country according to geography and weather conditions. This design ensures total control over their occupied territories and people. Well developed clandestine lines of communications are used to connect their urban logistical bases with their heart land.

In the past, the FARC occupied and consolidated areas with no institutional presence and especially with agrarian problems. After the 1980s, they evolved and tried to occupy areas of strategic value, such as those regions where gold, oil, coal, bananas and coca were produced. Today, and as a result of the government’s offensive, many of these base areas have been relocated in the borders with Venezuela, Brazil, Peru,
Ecuador and Panama. Jungle or mountainous international borders have become safe havens for drugs, arms, ammunitions, explosives and chemical precursors smuggling. Confronting the FARC in this kind of conditions is a challenge, especially in those areas were there is no military or political support from the neighboring country.

The Colombian Government's New Strategic Response

In Colombia elected governments have the constitutional mandate of designing the national development plan. This process tries to integrate all the elements of national power, in order to promote democratic and economic development. The national development plan is considered the political legacy of every administration. The name given to this grand strategy becomes the way a government will be remembered for years to come. President Uribe’s national security strategy is considered the center of gravity of this grand scheme.

In the past, national security and defense topics were marginally mentioned or shyly integrated into the national development plan. Because of this, national security strategy was never an important component of the government’s plans. Even in the midst of war, civilian governments tried not to empower the military, to avoid being perceived as militaristic. This happened because of a shortsighted vision, low political responsibility, but especially because of a lack of moral courage and leadership. As a result of this, Colombia’s problems were not the product of the guerrillas and paramilitary forces strength, but the result of the immense weaknesses of the state.

Alvaro Uribe’s Strategic Vision

In the past, most governments placed “national security” at the end of their list of priorities. When trying to solve Colombia’s huge problems “they were overwhelmed by
the dilemma of how to break the vicious cycle between war and poverty.” 36 Their plans included social investment, education and economic growth, among many other important topics, as ways to achieve peace and stability.

Unfortunately, these approaches were futile in a country with uncontrollable levels of violence, terrorism and drug trafficking. Under these conditions, “urgency and a strong guiding team are necessary but insufficient conditions for major change. Of the remaining elements that are always found in successful transformations, none is more important than a sensible vision.” 37

Alvaro Uribe’s strategic vision was precisely the complete opposite of his predecessors. He had a clear understanding that “vision plays a key role in producing useful change by helping to direct, align, and inspire actions on the part of large numbers of people.” 38 When appealing to his constituency he explained that in order to achieve socio-economic growth Colombia had to invest in security first. Expressing these kinds of political priorities in a developing country could be considered political suicide. However, most Colombians perceived Uribe as a strong and straightforward leader.

Uribe’s strategic vision was based on a model that he called the “Democratic Security Policy Virtuous Cycle”. His approach called for a strong security investment, in which respect for the rule of law and human rights, were considered the key enablers of his democratic proposal.
Once local, regional and country wide security had been achieved, a climate of confidence and stability would attract private investment and economic growth. This economic recovery would guarantee better state revenues and would foster social investment. In the end, these actions would produce social well being and satisfaction. This model was already proven to succeed, since it was previously applied by Uribe at a smaller scale when he was the leading authority of the Department of Antioquia.\textsuperscript{39}

Strategic Leadership a Key Enabler

As governor of Antioquia (1995-1997), during the worst years of the FARC’s strategic offensive, Alvaro Uribe demonstrated great determination in his quest to unite local governments, the community and the security forces in one fist. His vision and courage inspired the citizens of this region to take a hard stand against terrorism. His
policy actions resulted in an important reduction of all forms of violence and organized crime.

From 2001 to 2002, the FARC launched a terrorist offensive campaign country wide. These terrorist attacks were designed to punish President Andres Pastrana’s government, because of the peace process failure. Also, these threats had the purpose of coercing all presidential candidates and their electorate. Indiscriminate terrorist attacks over the poorest sectors of the population produced a “boomerang effect” of rejection towards the FARC.

Only one candidate would have the courage and ability to agglutinate this popular support around a strong vision of hope. Throughout his presidential campaign Alvaro Uribe laid down his strategic vision to achieve security by democratic means. He also explained that social cohesion and economic development were key components of his security proposal. Among many other things, he promised to neutralize the FARC’s terrorist acts and offered all the necessary political and economic support to continue strengthening the military forces, the national police and the democratic institutions in general.

On May 31, 2002, Colombians elected President Alvaro Uribe with one clear mandate: to bring the country out of its political, economic and social debacle. The democratic security policy was the strategic framework used by the elected government to strengthen Colombia’s democracy.

The basic principles of the democratic security policy were to protect the rights of Colombians and to strengthen the rule of law and the authority of democratic institutions with the support of the citizens. The architecture of this plan was built on five pillars: 1)
Consolidation of state control over the national territory; 2) Protection of the population through the increase of state presence; 3) Destruction of illegal drug trade; 4) Maintenance of a deterrent military capability; 5) Transparent and efficient management of resources.\textsuperscript{41}

![Figure 4: Democratic Security Policy Objectives.](image)

Because of the security and defense implications of this policy, the Military Forces and the National Police became the key enablers of the government’s plans. This approach of combining all elements of national power in one purpose brought great interaction between civilians and the military, strengthening these relationships for the long term.

**A New View of Civil-Military Relations and Military Strategy**

For years Latin America suffered the terrible consequences of revolutionary war. To confront these threats, many countries decided to use undemocratic ways and means. Not in few cases, military dictatorships won the counter insurgency fight at the expense of human rights and international humanitarian law. These short term solutions caused long term structural damages to their democratic and military institutions.
Historically, respect for democracy and civilian control over the military were considered key aspects of Colombia’s military culture. However, before 1998 civilian governments tried not to strengthen the military in an attempt to protect democracy from a possible military rule. As a result of this, the military forces and national police were left alone to confront the most pressing state threats, “at a significant cost for civil-military relations and national defense.”

In the midst of the FARC’s strategic offensive between 1998 and 1999, President Andres Pastrana’s administration supported a military transformation that was considered a “strategic revolution.” In one year, a well designed and carefully implemented national military strategy, allowed the military to regain the initiative and stop the enemy’s offensive. These actions brought the balance of forces in favor of the military, and most importantly, provided the opportunity to confront these threats in a more sophisticated way.

Before 1998, military strategy was the product of improvisation and urgency. Initially Plan Colombia and then Plan Patriota brought campaign planning, operational designs, modernization or transformation programs to the table. The two plans played vital and complementary roles in saving the country’s democracy. From the security and defense perspective, for the first time national security strategy and national military strategy condensed international, national, regional and local efforts, over one common purpose.

The government’s critics, specially its opposition, considered these plans a “de facto” approach to tackle the country’s problems. Regionally, some countries saw them as Washington’s impositions and as threats for their own national security. In reality, the
two strategies placed no threat to Colombia’s neighbors and on the contrary, helped to provide more secure borders and to reduce the terrible impact of narco-trafficking.

Today, it is evident that campaign planning, modernization and transformation have not only strengthened the Military Forces and National Police. These processes have produced positive impacts over their professionalism and efficiency. Better educated and experienced military leaders have gained the respect of civilians and support of the population at all levels. In few cases, the interaction between the military and other government agencies have produced some friction. Contrary to old views, political and economic support of the military undoubtedly resulted in better and stronger civil-military relations. Today, these relationships are key elements of the democratic security policy.

Plan Colombia and Plan Patriota

In 1999, the Colombian government, with the support of the United States, began a plan for peace, prosperity and the strengthening of the State called “Plan Colombia.” The architecture of this plan was carefully crafted to attack what was considered the “strategic center of gravity” of Colombia’s terrorist organizations: narco-trafficking.

This bilateral approach between Colombia and the United States brought not only U.S. resources and capabilities, but also generated a major involvement of national agencies, institutions and resources. For the first time, Colombia was investing billions of dollars to confront the drug threat. Despite the FARC’s efforts to present the plan as a direct attack over Colombia’s peasantry, the government’s planners tried to create a balanced combination between the security and social components.
Before the plan’s implementation efforts to attack all stages of narco-trafficking were dispersed and normally under-resourced and under-planned. The military was tangentially involved, while the National Police was left alone to confront a multi-million dollar business, led by violent cartels and a huge terrorist organization, such as the FARC.

As a result of Plan Colombia, important military and police capabilities have been developed and maintained. An example of what the plan has brought was the creation of the Army’s first Counter-Narcotics Brigade (CNB) composed of three battalions. This unit was specially organized, equipped and trained to destroy cocaine laboratories, enemy logistical facilities and to provide security for eradication programs in all kinds of terrain, among many other capabilities. In support of this special CNB, Plan Colombia developed an important helicopter force to conduct day and night air assaults. Army aviation units brought flexibility and tactical surprise to the counter-narcotics fight.

The interaction of Plan Colombia with the realities of the battlefield has made the dividing line between counter insurgency and counter narcotics thinner or almost nonexistent. Today, it is easier to employ U.S. Plan Colombia or Andean Regional Initiative resources for counter-insurgency, without being conditioned by the counter-narcotics domain.46 Plan Colombia is by any standards a successful policy due to an effective balance of coherent macroeconomic policies, well-designed social programs, and, advances made to improve security and the rule of law.47 Unfortunately, motivated by international consumption narco-trafficking continues to provide vital resources to the FARC. Because of this, any action against the narcotics trade causes the FARC’s progressive debilitation.
In 2003, a counter insurgency campaign called “Plan Patriota” or “Patriot Plan” was launched by the military forces as part of the new NSS. In the grand scheme of things, the purpose of this plan was to “debilitate the FARC, the National Liberation Army -ELN- and the United Self-defense Forces of Colombia (AUC), and simultaneously force peace negotiations with the last two.”48 The plan was specially designed to confront and neutralize all these insurgencies strategic plans and long term effects.

In order to achieve this goal, the military forces went to important organizational and doctrinal changes. A more joint approach brought into existence the Joint Task Force Omega and the Caribbean Joint Command. Unconventional units were created with surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities. All of the military services reorganized their components and capabilities to specifically defeat the enemy’s plans. Army divisions received the mission to neutralize the FARC, eliminate their will to fight and their capacity for offensive action, in order to demobilize and disarm them.

Contrary to what the FARC expected, the first phase of Plan Patriota started not in the southern jungles of Colombia, but in the heart land of the country, the Department of Cundinamarca in which the capital Bogotá is located. For years the FARC carefully located guerrilla fronts around the capital under a unified terrorist command. Their presence in the surrounding areas as well as their use of kidnapping and extortion were asphyxiating the capital.

In one year, Plan Patriota’s main effort under Joint Task Force Omega, was able to kill or capture 95% of these fronts. This victory was considered of great strategic importance, because it not only destroyed these fronts militarily, but, most importantly, it
stopped years of FARC efforts and investments in developing their political and logistical nets. This rapid and stunning success was the product of good intelligence, easier mountainous terrain and healthier conditions for the soldiers. The execution of the plan’s second phase main effort in the south eastern jungles of the country brought later the opposite conditions.

Once the main effort’s mission was completed, it only took few months to make the transition from operating under the central Andean region environmental conditions, into the jungles of the Departments of Meta, Guaviare, Vaupes and Caquetá. Inhospitable terrain, bad weather conditions, and tropical illnesses became the new denominator. The challenges faced by Joint Task Force Omega during the occupation part of this second phase were huge. Difficulties for intelligence gathering, maneuvering of forces, logistics and civic action made this new operational environment even worse.

Erroneously though, this plan has been presented by some analysts as a plan to be executed only in the south eastern regions of the country. For this reason, it is important to clarify that Plan Patriota has applicability all over the country’s territory, with clear strategic and operational objectives for all joint commands, divisions, brigades and their equivalents in other services.

**National Security Strategy Achievements**

The Democratic Security Strategy is a political mechanism designed to protect and guarantee the rights of Colombians, and, to neutralize the threat of terrorism. The government’s results are constantly evaluated not only by the administration, but, most important, by the population and its leaders during the President’s “town meetings” (consejos comunales in Spanish).}^{49}
The strengthening of the democratic institutions resulted in the decrease of the following crimes: homicides, kidnappings, piracy, attacks to towns and terrorist actions. All these figures are accompanied by a relevant reduction of human rights complaints against the military forces and national police.

Figure 5: DSP Achievements.

Figure 6: Reduction of Terrorist Attacks and Human Rights Complains.
The counter narcotics strategy resulted in the increase of cocaine seizures and chemical supplies. Destruction of cocaine laboratories and coca crops also increased.

Figure 7: Counter Narcotics Strategy Results.

As for the economy, during 2006 Colombia grew at a rate of 6.95%, the highest since 1978. The most recent figures for the first semester of 2007 show a growth rate of
8.1%. Other leading economic indicators have demonstrated positive results:
Unemployment declined, inflation rates have declined, foreign direct investment increased and the percentage of Colombians living below the poverty line declined.
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**Figure 9:** Economic Growth and Security.
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**Figure 10:** GDP Growth and Unemployment.

**Conclusion**

The international implications of the Global War on Terror and the achievements of the democratic security policy have placed the FARC’s revolutionary project into a
military dead end. President Uribe’s strategic objectives of strengthening the rule of law and the authority of democratic institutions have clearly gained the support of all Colombians. At the same time, stronger military and police forces have brought the military balance of forces on the government’s side.\textsuperscript{50}

The government’s support of human rights and its continuous investment in security have created a climate of confidence and stability. This new environment has resulted in the demobilization of 30,000 paramilitary forces and advances in the peace process with the ELN. As a result of these actions, there is a clear reduction of the levels of violence and an impressive economic growth.\textsuperscript{51}

Doctrinally, it is crystal clear that the democratic security policy achievements have pushed the FARC revolutionary project into the strategic defensive phase. Their use of indiscriminate terrorism and narco-trafficking, combined with open violations of human rights and international humanitarian law, are today demonstrations of their desperate position. These actions have caused an internal degradation expressed in the forms of important desertions among their ranks and a continuous lack of popular support.\textsuperscript{52}

Unfortunately, Colombia’s war against the FARC’s has not been won yet. In their mind set, it is the use of revolutionary warfare, which allowed them to fight in other domains such as the political or international. Their leadership firmly believes that revolutionary warfare equals guerrilla warfare plus political action or (RW = GW + PA). Even though they were forced to go back into the first phase of guerrilla warfare, they will try by all means to be offensive politically. This kind of conviction, supported by their war economy is what makes this a long term challenge.
Today more than ever before, Colombians need to understand the realities of this strategic challenge. The country cannot fall again in their evil cycle where negotiating and making concessions were the only possible solutions to our problems, at the expense of liberty and freedom. The country must continue to have the courage to fight this war within the democratic values and institutions. For these reasons, the democratic security policy must become a “state policy” for the next two decades.

Recommendations:

- Colombia’s democratic security and defense policy must become a “state policy” for the next two decades. The undisputable progress achieved in all areas of government by this strategic approach, are enough reasons for this path to continue. At the same time, the FARC’s strategic culture of long term protracted war represents a clear and future danger for Colombia’s democracy.

- Colombia must guarantee the continuation of U.S. support and cooperation for the wars on drugs and terrorism. This strategic partnership between Colombia and the U.S. is considered vital for Colombia’s democratic survival.

- Winning international cooperation must become the priority of our international relations strategy. Disrupting the FARC’s parallel diplomacy must be one of the key objectives of this effort. At the same time, modernizing Colombia’s foreign service is imperative to succeed in this domain.

- Unity of effort between all elements of national power must become the driving force of the democratic security policy and the supporting...
plans/programs in the years to come. This key principle needs to be emphasized and applied at all levels.

- The government and its armed forces cannot fall into a “false sense of victory.” For this reason, legitimacy, perseverance and adaptability are imperatives of this democratic fight. Only a continuous offensive posture at the political, informational, military and socio-economic domains could cause the FARC’s to reach its culmination point or to collapse.

- Designing and implementing a new strategy to attack the FARC’s political system must become a priority. A top objective of this approach is to create a modern legal framework to confront FARC’s long term plans and terrorism. The Ministry of the Interior should be the leading organization in this fight with clear strategic objectives.

- The successful culmination of the political peace processes with the United Self-defense Forces and the National Liberation Army are vital to continue to reduce the levels of violence and at the same time to undermine FARC’s credibility and long term objectives.

- Designing and implementing a better and far more aggressive strategic communications campaign must become a top government’s priority. A special organization or institution must be in charge of guarantying the unity, clarity and aim of all of the “informational efforts.”

- Assessing popular support is one of the most important tools to evaluate the government’s results in the war on terror. Because “the battle for the population is a major characteristic of revolutionary war,” this aspect must
continue to receive all the attention. Colombian authorities can not misinterpret the neutrality of large sectors of population in the rural areas and urban centers, with support for the government’s democratic security policy.

- Strengthening the military forces and national police must continue to be one of the top state priorities. Colombian’s tax payers must understand that “armed strength as a threat or a potentiality is the most important factor making for the political power of a nation.” Until the FARC have been defeated politically trough negotiations or militarily, this process can not be stopped or reduced.

- Transforming militarily organizations, their personnel management, intelligence, doctrine, operations, training and logistics, must become a defense sector priority. Despite the successes achieved by the 1999 military reform, by today standards, a new and more creative transformation is needed to be able to facilitate the democratic security policy consolidation. Adaptation and innovation to counter FARC’s possible mutations need to be considered.

- The impact of a prolonged commitment over military and national police training and education needs to be reduced. For this reason, “education and reeducation of soldiers is one way of sustaining focus and adapting efforts.”

- Growing progress in the observance of human rights and international humanitarian law must continue to be an institutional commitment.

- Neutralizing and defeating FARC’s terrorist or subversive activities at the urban centers must be part of a unified effort. The lack of teamwork and
cooperation between the military, the police and other security agencies made the possibility of success more difficult. The rationale of competing for individual service success must progress into a more modern approach.

- Protecting and defending military and law enforcement operators against FARC accusations is of great importance for their morale and efficiency. Their illegal economy gives them the financial capabilities not only to prosecute officials in penal courts, but also, to apply a well designed judicial strategy to attack the armed forces legitimacy within the democratic institutional framework.

- Attacking FARC’s illegal economic system is a top priority. A financial unified effort that is scientifically designed must undermine the enemy’s economic capabilities. There have been some advances in this domain, but results are still not clear and actions are dispersed.

- Protecting the country’s economic infrastructure is considered an element of vital importance. Efforts in this area can not be reduced as a result of this new sense of security. FARC is still able to develop an offensive terrorist campaign.

- Colombia’s planning, budgeting and programming system must continue to progress. Despite the economic growth, the government needs to do a better job of linking scarce resources to the strategic objectives.
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